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The Presidents Corner
It’s hard to imagine that
almost 6 months has flown
by since our 20th Anniversary
Celebrations and the Annual
Lecture & Dinner held on 30
August 2004.
The success of the 20 th
Anniversary Celebrations
entail a lot of postcelebration work, ie chasing for sponsors’ money,
paying bills, consolidating of accounts, etc. With
everything now sorted out, I am pleased to announce
that your Society has succeeded in raising
approximately $50,000 for the Society’s scholarship
fund which was launched during the evening of the
Anniversary Dinner.
Whilst it may appear that things are relatively quiet,
this in actual fact is not the case. As your Council
is having tireless effort for things to come in year
2005.
Courses are being prepared now for Site Engineers,
Supervisors, Clerk-of-Works and Foremen to ensure
that those who are involved with steelwork know
about steelwork. Under preparation and in
collaboration with TASS (which comprises TUCSS,
ACES, SCI and SSSS as members) is a course on
Basement Work and Temporary Works Design
scheduled to be launched in the 2nd half of 2005.
A visit is also planned for Vietnam in the 2nd quarter
2005 for assessment of opportunities and to visit
Zamil Steel and Bluescope Lysaght Vietnam.
Meanwhile, we have had a Members Night on 26
Jan 2004 with M/s Ropes Technology Corporation
as sponsor for the evening. The talk on “Suspension
Bridge in Nature Reserve” was delivered by Mr
Benjamin Lee of National Parks Board and Mr
Adrian Huang of JHA Partnership.

The Society also supported the Keppel Offshore and
Marine Lecture 2004 which was held on 26
November 2004. The topic was “Safety of Offshore
Structures” given by Prof Torgeir Moan.
Meanwhile on the industry scene, I would like to
remind members again that there are undersized
sections particularly angles and channels being sold
in the market place. There are still practices of coldformed hollow sections being substituted for hot
finished hollow sections. More importantly, there
are sections supplied by countries that normally
produce the GOST and Q standards and are trying
to pass them off as complying with the EN
standards. The mill certificates state that the
materials meet the yield and tensile strength of EN
standards but actual testing will reveal they don’t.
In some instances, they don’t even meet their own
Q235 standard.
So buyers beware. Our code of practice is BS5950.
BS 5950 calls for materials conforming to EN
standards. Do spend an hour or two checking on
steel materials before fabrication rather than have
the integrity and safety of the structure
compromised, and the possibility of your practicing
license as well.
On a final note, the Accredited Fabricators Scheme
is now almost two years old and we have a total of
31 Corporate Members accredited so far. Please
make the best use of this scheme to ensure quality
and safe steelwork.
And by the time you have read this, all our festive
celebrations would have been over. So instead of
the usual festive greetings, may I wish each and
everyone a fruitful and successful 2005, the year of
the rooster.
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